Options
◆---------------------------

Work Surface Types ---------------------------◆

Flat Top

Slant Top

Split Top

Wedge Top

Flat Top
The flat top is a no-charge option. It
includes a back wall for connection panels,
control panels and AC outlets.

Slant Top
The slant top is a no-charge option. It
makes papers easier to read and can
be used to build in touch panels and
connection panels.

Split Top
Use the split top option to provide a
reading and touch-screen area plus a flat
surface for laptops. The size of the two
areas is customizable. Monitor mounts for
both areas are on page 15.

Wedge Top
The wedge top option includes a partial
back wall that helps maximize your flat
workspace. A wedge can be made for your
control panel, interface or monitor.

◆---------------------------

Roll Top

ADA-Wheelchair Work Surfaces ---------------------------◆

The entire work surface of any lectern or workstation can be made to pull out over the lap of a person in a wheelchair. Equipment
mounted in the back wall rolls out with it.

Roll Top
We can add a solid hardwood roll top
to most lecterns and mixing consoles.
Pricing depends on size and wood species.

MRWS Rollout Work Surface

MRWS-K Rollout Work Surface with
Keyboard

MRWS-LT Rollout Work Surface with
Backwall

MRWS-K-LT Rollout Work Surface
with Backwall and Keyboard

MRWS-K-LTM Rollout Work Surface
with Backwall, Keyboard, and Recessed
Open Monitor Mount

MRWS-SIDE Side Rollout Work
Surface

Curved Side

Flush Side

CS-WS Shaped Sides
The sides of lecterns above the work
surface can be shaped into curves or
arches. Most lectern styles can have
shaped sides.

FS-WS Flush Sides
The sides of lecterns can be made flush to
extend the work surface using an optional
drop leaf shelf.

Rotating Top

Notched Side
Rotating Top
Courtrooms and city council chambers
often request a lectern top that can turn
up to 180°. A release pin and positive
stop make the change easy and the stop
prevents cables from twisting. The top can
be either flat or slanted.

◆--------------------------- Lectern Sides ---------------------------◆

NS-WS Notched Sides
Notched sides give easier access to drop
leaves, side tables, and document camera
drawers.

◆--------------------------- Laminate Work Surfaces ---------------------------◆

Brush Grommet

There is no charge to laminate any lectern, workstation, credenza, desk,
or table work surface using our standard laminates. We recommend
laminate surfaces for any application getting constant use and exposure
to liquids (coffee, etc.). Other laminates are available, some at an extra
charge, some at no charge. Our designers can help you choose. We
offer any commercially available laminate by Wilsonart, Formica,
Nevamar, or Pionite.
Wilsonart™
Black
1595-60

Wilsonart™
Bannister Oak
7806-60

Wilsonart™
Graphite Nebula
4623-60

Wilsonart™
Dove Grey
D92-60

Pionite™
Hardrock Maple
WM791 Suede

Formica™
Wild Cherry
5904-43

Wilsonart™
Grey Nebula
4622-60

Wilsonart™
Figured Mahogany
7040K-78
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Brush Grommet
Brush grommets are a more versatile way to bring cables to
the work surface, allowing components to be repositioned as
desired.
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